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Winona State University's 
Veterans Club is hosting an 
event on Nov. 11 at Memorial 
Park in conjunction with the 
Veterans of Foreign Wars 
(VFW) and the American 
Legion to celebrate Veteran's 
Day. 
"Welcoming Home All 
Veterans" is the 20th anniversary 
of Winona's 24 Hour Veterans 
Day Vigil. This will be the 
fourth year the Winona State's 
Veterans Club has celebrated 
the holiday with an event, and 
the first in coordination with 
VFW and American Legion. 
The vigil begins at midnight 
on Nov. 11, and continues with 
a display of military vehicles 
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The 
ceremony starts 11 a.m. and 
includes a firing of a Civil 
War cannon by the Second 
Minnesota Battery of Light 
Artillery Reenactors. Veterans 
Club member Jarvas Polk 
will give a speech during the 
ceremony. 
Polk is a first lieutenant in 
the Minnesota National Guard 
since 2009. He joined the 
military in 2005 because of 
Family lineage, and he wanted 
to contribute and liked the idea 
of "seeing history up close and 
personal." 
In particular, his grandfather 
fought in World War II along 
with his four brothers, three of 
See VETERANS, pg. 2 
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VETERANS 
which died in battle. 
Polk was stationed in 
Afghanistan at the Counter-
Insurgency (COIN) training 
center as a convoy commander. 
This is his first semester back 
as a third-year student studying 
accounting. Polk has been 
received very well. 
He said, "It's nice to come 
home and see the people 
who don't support the war, 
supporting the troops." 
There will also be a World 
War II and Korean War display 
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and a 
bunker display in the basement 
of the bandshell. The movie 
"Memorial Day" will be shown 
at the Winona Area Veterans 
Center at 3 p.m. and the boy 
scouts will do a flag retirement 
at 1 p.m. 
Heather Hust, president of 
the Veterans Club said, "The 
Veterans Day Ceremony in 
Winona has been awarded 
the '2012 Veterans Day 
Regional Site' award through 
the combined efforts between 
the Veterans Club, VFW and 
American Legion." 
She was stationed in Iraq as 
a medic in the National Guard. 
She has less than two years left 
in her eight-year contract; this 
is her third term in school. 
Hust enlisted in order to help 
pay for her schooling. 
"It has helped me realize that 
there is something out there that 
is greater than the individual," 
she said. 
The Veterans Affairs Office 
continued from pg. 1 
is located in Maxwell Hall 
inside the Admissions office. 
It helps with education benefits 
and transition for veterans. If 
they are unable to help students 
with their needs, they are able 
to refer them to those who can. 
Contact Abby at 
APeschges09@winona. edu 
Memorial Park will be the site of several activites on Veterans Day. Lindsay Miller/Winonan 
P.A.T.C.H. reaches out to students with chronic illness 
Brent Quam 
Winonan 
Sara Hallberg, counselor 
with Winona State University 
Counseling and Wellness 
Services, has taken it upon 
herself to create a support 
group for students dealing with 
chronic diseases. 
Hallberg and five students 
came up with the name Positive 
Action Towards Changing 
Health, or P.A.T.C.H. 
A student who attended the 
meeting, Megan Frederick, 
said, "I have never been part of 
a support group before, though 
I have been in three-week 
programs where part is support 
group-based, while also 
learning techniques for living 
with chronic health problems." 
This will be the first time 
being involved in a support 
group for many of the students 
involved; enthusiasm among 
members is high. 
"Being able to talk with 
others who know what you are 
going through is a tremendous 
help," Frederick said. "I 
believe having a support group 
for anything is an integral part 
of getting through each day. 
Knowing I have the support 
and that people believe in me 
makes getting up and doing 
things in my life so much easier 
than if I were to be doing it all 
on my own." 
Hallberg first thought of the 
idea while working at Truman 
State University in Michigan. 
There, her group swelled to 15 
participants. 
Here at Winona State, 
Hallberg has given a series of 
lectures and presentations on 
health services, disabilities and 
stress relief. 
She decided that wasn't 
enough. 
"The main idea is to connect 
students with others who are 
dealing with the same thing," 
said Hallberg. 
The support group will meet 
weekly in the group room of the 
counseling office from 4 until 5 
p.m. The group welcomes new 
members and is encouraging 
anyone who would like to 
attend. 
Contact Brent at 
BQuam09@winona. edu 
2*News 
Tuskegee Airman speaks at WSU 
Press Release 
The Winona State University Inclusion 
and Diversity Office will host speaker 
Joseph Gomer for "The 332nd Airborne: 
The Story of the Tuskegee Airmen" at 7 
p.m. Thursday, Nov. 8, in the East Hall of 
Kryzsko Commons. 
Gomer was one of the Tuskegee Airmen, 
the name given to the all-negro 332nd Fighter 
Group during World War II. The bomber 
pilots they protected on missions called them 
"Red Tail Angels." The Red Tails flew more 
than 1,500 missions during the war. 
Gomer was born in Iowa Falls and 
graduated with honors from Iowa Falls High 
School in 1938 as the only African-American 
in his class. He began his training at the 
Tuskegee Army Air Field in July 1942 and 
received his wings in May 1943. Afterwards, 
he joined the 301st Fighter Squadron in Italy 
and completed 68 successful missions during 
the war. 
After the war, Gomer continued his service 
in the U.S. Air Force for 22 years, achieving 
the rank of Major, and saw the desegregation 
of the United States military under President 
Truman. 
Gomer has been recognized by the NAACP, 
selected as a HistoryMaker by the History 
Makers Project in Chicago, and was inducted 
into the Iowa Aviation Hall of Fame in 2004. 
He was given the Superior Services Award 
by the Secretary of Agriculture upon his 
retirement from the United States Forestry 
Service in 1985, and in 2007 he was awarded 
the Congressional Gold Medal along with 
the 332nd Fighter Group and 447th Bomber 
Group. 
The event is free and open to the public. 
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• 3:50 p.m. A student was cited for a drug violation in 
Tau. Matter referred to the Hall Director and Director of 
Security. 
• 4:54 p.m. A student reported harassment at an off campus 
location. Matter was referred to the Director of Security. 
Oct. 16 
• 12:30 a.m. EMS and Security responded to Lourdes 
regarding an intoxicated student. Student was 
transported up evaluation by EMS. 
• 10:53 p.m. EMS and 
a medical* Student was 
Oct 17 
• 3:13 p.m. Security responded to a disturbance in 
Hall. A nonresident was told to leave the hall. 
• 5:30 p.m. a welfare was requested on a student at an off 
campus location. Winona Police eventually conducted 
the welfare check and found the student to be fine. 
• 7:30 p.m. a student reported striking a vehicle on Mark 
St, while attempting to park her vehicle. Matter was also 
referred to law enforcement. 
• Oct 20 
• 2:20 a.m. a student reported that she was assaulted in 
Maria Hail. Security and the Winona Police responded. 
Suspect was arrested for assault and removed from 
campus (non student). 
• 5:28 p.m. a student reported being harassed by another 
student on campus. Matter referred to the Director of 
Security and Residence Life. 
Oct 21 
• 12:21 p.m 
Residence Life 
to a request from 
an alcohol/drug violation at 
Oct. 24 
• 11:49 p.m. EMS and Security responded to the Quad 
regarding a medical. Student was transported to the 
• 11:59 p.m. EMS & Security were called to the Quad on 
another medical. Student was 
Oct 25 
• 10:30 p.m. a student reported receiving some 
letter. Matter was referred to the Di 
Oct 27 Mm f 
* 9:30 a.m. 
on campus, 
red to lav 
• 9:30 p.m. several students were 
alcohol violation in 
Security's arrival. 
Oct. 28 
• 1:35 a.m. Security responded to an intoxicated individual 
near Somsen Hall. Subject became combative and law 
enforcement arrived. The subject (non student) was 
eventually charged with Obstructing a Legal Process and 
possession of a controlled substance. 
Oct 29 
• 9:43 a.m. EMS and Security responded to Minne regarding 
an individual who fell. Subject was transported to the 
hospital. 
• 2:27 p.m. a staff member reported a hit and run accident 
on Mark St, law enforcement was also notified and 
provided with the information from the striking vehicle. 
News *3 




A computer science 
professor at Winona State 
University recently received 
the Undergraduate Research 
Mentoring Award through the 
National Center for Women 
and Information Technology 
for his work with undergraduate 
students. 
Mingrui Zhang has been a 
professor at Winona State for 
13 years. In that time, he has 
been involved in many different 
projects and provided students 
with opportunities to learn and 
gain experience through his 
work. 
Since receiving the award, 
Zhang has been leading panels 
about getting other educators 
involved with undergraduate 
research. 
"I have been working with 
computer science educators 
nation-wide and attended a 
national meeting for computer 
education in Washington, 
D.C.," Zhang said. 
He has also been working 
with a group from the Institute 
of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineering and the National 
Center for Women and 
Information Technology. 
Zhang often has undergraduate 
students working with him on 
research projects. 
One recent project concerns 
how to derive the water quality 
along coastal areas and large 
lakes. 
This research is being done 
to help prevent harmful algal 
blooms containing a high 
density of phytoplankton. The 
research Zhang and his students 
are gathering is then used by 
local agencies to protect water 
resources. 
Another project that Zhang 
has been working on is to 
develop a curriculum for 
computer science and electrical 
engineering administrated by 
the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineering. 
The program he has developed 
uses image processing 
algorithms to identify Gulf 
oil spills to make it easier for 
engineering students to do 
research. 
Zhang said, "What we did 
was to simplify the research 
method for education. Using 
these programs students can 
understand how the computer 
is used in solving real-world 
problems. In this project, 
students will develop computer 
software to outline the boundary 
of the oil spills." 
Zhang is also working on the 
Lung Cancer Outcome Project 
along with undergraduate 
student Nathan Guggenberger, 
who joined the project spring 
semester of last year. The 
purpose of the project is to 
predict a patient's survivability 
after treatment. 
"We developed a program 
software that takes an input 
of the patient's data, runs 
algorithms, and provides 
outputs based on the treatment 
to suggest the chance of a higher 
survival," Guggenberger said. 
Zhang has been working on 
the project with Mayo Clinic 
and the copy of the program 
being used at WSU is the same 
as the one being used at Mayo 
Clinic. 
Through his research projects, 
Zhang hopes to enhance the 
education of his students by 
providing opportunities for 
them to gain experience. 
"As an educator, I am very 
proud of my students when they 
make achievements. The whole 
goal of engaging students is to 
help them to achieve a higher 
goal and help a student to 
realize their potential," he said. 
Sometimes students come 
to Zhang seeking research 
opportunities. Zhang 
commented, "If they come, I 
will say yes." 
llilil 
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Professor Mingrui Zhang, computer science, frequently involves students in his research 
projects. Elisenda XifraReverter/Winorian 
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Each week, we'll feature a different 
research project or teaching innovation 
Send your suggestions to Danielle 
Stone at DEStone09@winona.edu. 
That is what Guggenberger experiences, but when you with Zhang, Guggenberger 
did; he asked to work with work outside of class you get said, "He is always there to 
Zhang on his research. to know your professors on a help." 
Guggenberger said, "I have more personal level and have 
learned so much. In class other opportunities." Contact Danielle at 
you can get so many great When it comes to working DEStone09@winona.edu 
4*News 
Wenonah Players host book drive 
Julia Sand 
Winonan 
Winona State University's 
Wenonah Players are holding 
a semester-long book drive for 
underprivileged youth around 
the world. 
Club president, senior Holly 
Anderson, said this is the 
club's first year holding the 
book drive, but it's already off 
to a great start. 
'it's to promote literacy 
around the world. We thought 
it would be a great opportunity 
to help kids who aren't as 
privileged," Anderson said. 
World Wide Book Drive 
(WWBD) contacted Anderson, 
asking if the club would like 
to be a part of a book drive. 
Anderson proposed the idea to 
the club and all accepted. 
WWBD sent boxes to the 
club; the club is in charge of 
collecting books, and WWBD 
covers shipping costs and 
distribution to others around the 
world, according to Anderson. 
"So far we have collected 
1,200," Anderson said, and that 
was before promoting the idea 
to students. 
Abbey Hammell, Secretary 
of Wenonah Players, said she 
alone donated 130 books. 
"We also got around 400 
books from our library and 
other schools from the homes 
of members of our clubs," 
Hammell said. 
Anderson said the club 
initially set a goal for 400 
books. Since in first month 
they collected well over that 
amount, the goal is now 2,000. 
The club is still waiting to 
hear back from other schools 
and off-campus sites around 
Winona. 
Everyone is encouraged to 
donate any type of book, but 
textbooks under 5 years old 
and in good condition are most 
preferred. 
The Wenonah Players have a 
box for donations in the Green 
Room in the Performing Arts 
Center (PAC 137). 
"It would be awesome if we 
had more people to donate," 
Hammell said. She noted that 
schools are a good resource for 
old textbooks. 
More boxes will be placed 
around campus soon. 
WWBD also offers the 
book drive as a fundraiser, 
explained Anderson. Any 
textbooks under five years old 
and in good condition will be 
rewarded with $1.00. The club 
can choose to keep that money 
for their club or donate it back 
to WWBD. 
Wenonah Players will donate 
the money raised to WWBD to 
help cover shipping and other 
costs. 
Winona State's oldest student 
club, the Wenonah Players 
also takes pride in doing other 
volunteer work, such as Adopt-
A-Block and Project Success. 
Senior student Molly Daun, 
the club's vice president, said 
last year was the club's first 
time working with Project 
Success, a company that helps 
kids find the chance to do 
"artsy" things. 
"We do a lot of fundraisers, 
and do plays like the 24 Hour 
Play, all to raise money to give 
back to them," Daun said. 
According to Daun, the 
Wenonah Players held a 
clothing sale the week before 
Halloween, which totaled 
more money than last year's 
fundraisers combined. 
Contact Julia at 
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WAGS department celebrates 20 years at WSU 
Karin Chandler 
Winonan 
Winona State University's 
women's and gender studies 
department presented a panel 
discussion to celebrate its 
twentieth anniversary Oct. 
29. Audience members could 
participate and share their 
experiences, as well. 
The panel consisted of 
members from the American 
Association of University 
Women. Each panelist had a 
connection to Winona State. 
A professor in the 
women's and gender studies 
department, Tamara Berg, 
said, "The panelists all have 
connections—whether they've 
worked, had a partnership, or 
part of the community, they 
have some sort of connection 
to the university." 
The panelists each shared a 
story. 
The first panelist to speak, 
Ann Kohner, talked about her 
life experiences, and said the 
best thing she learned was to 
"not be so hard on myself." 
She said, "It's interesting 
that so many people searching 
for happiness can never find 
it." Kohner She then asked the 
audience, "Can you really have 
it all?" 
Kathy Sullivan, another 
panelist, has worked at Winona 
State's library and is a science 
fiction writer. She read a quote 
about success and encouraged 
the audience to face their 
challenges. 
"What holds your interests? 
What's your back-up plan?" 
Sullivan asked. 
Pat Nolan, a panelist, urged 
audience members to invest in 
friendships. 
"You have to believe in 
yourself," she said. "Have 
challenges, and find good role 
models." 
To sum up her story and 
her excerpt, Nolan asked the 
audience, "Where do you find 
strength in adversity?" Several 
audience members said they 
found strength in nature, 
family, friends and music. 
Robin Richardson, a 
professor in the biology 
department at Winona State 
and a panelist, said her stories 
revolve around education. One 
reason why Richardson enjoys 
being a biology teacher is 
because of mystery. 
"The questions I enjoy the 
most can't be answered. I like 
mystery. How do you encounter 
mystery?" She said. 
An audience member said, 
"We have to look at our own 
mortality and that's a mystery." 
Helen Kowalski, a panelist, 
talked about how females view 
themselves at different ages. 
"Why is it that we have to 
wait until we're so old to have 
fun?" she asked. 
Kowalski is a mathematician, 
a career traditionally dominated 
by males. "There's so much 
prejudice," she said. "We've 
made a lot of progress, but I 
worry it will come back again." 
One audience member talked 
about how she liked to hunt for 
coons, but it's a men's sport. 
She said this activity gives her 
"the satisfaction of overcoming 
stereotypes." 
Other panelists, Maggie 
Lambert and Margaret Kiihne, 
discussed the often-treacherous 
road to awakening one's 
passion and happiness in life. 
Kiihne said, "There are more 
examples of stumbling than 
planning happiness." 
Berg was satisfied with the 
celebration. 
"I thought it was excellent. 
It was exciting to see a mix 
of audience members; we had 
community members, students, 
alumni, and faculty. The panel 
was wonderful in the way they 
told their stories. They also 
engaged the audience with 
good questions," she said. 
Next semester, the women's 
and gender studies department 
will be hosting an event every 
month in celebration of their 
anniversary. 
Contact Karin at 
KChandler08@winona. edu 
•Ml IMilMA 
Tamara Berg, a professor in the women's and gender studies 
department, enjoyed the 20th anniversary celebration of 
the department. Below, Berg's door is a testament to her 
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Athenaeum: Can God Save 
From Corruption? 
Time: 1 p.m. 
Place: Library, 2nd floor 
CLASP Series: Barriers to 
Wellness 
Time: 7 p.m. 
Place: Gildemeister 155 
"Hopes and Dreams" Open Forum jg| "Red Tails": The Tuskegee Airmen 
with President Scott Olson Time: 7 p.m. 
Time: 2 p.m. - 3 p.m. Place: East Hall, Kryzsko 
Place: Purple Rooms 244-246 Contact: Alex Hines 
AHines@winona.edu 
Volleyball vs. Augustana 
Contact: Kathleen Peterson 
KPeterson<S)winona.edu 
Football 




No classes today! 
Federal observance of 
Veterans Day. 
? 
Dave Berkman Jazz Quintet 
Time: 7:30 p.m. 
Place: PAC Main Stage 
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Grief and the Holidays 
Time: 7 p.m. 
Place: IWC 138 
Contact: Health Promotion 
HealthPromotion@winona.edu 
VEnglich@winona.edu 
LYCE(JM Series* q 







and Dreams" Open Forum 
with President Scott Olson 
Time: 2 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
Place: Purple Rooms 244-246 
Veterans Day is also Armistice 
Day, which marked the cease-fire 
on the Western Front of World 
War Mn 1918. 
The treaty was signed at 11 a.m. on 
11/11. 
String Ensemble Concert 
Time: 7:30 p.m. 
Place: PAC Recital Hall 
Contact: Kathleen Peterson 
KPeterson@winona.edu 
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Halloween, Christmas, my paranormal fears stemming from Mulder and Skully 
Erin Cochran 
Winonan 
It's that time of the year 
again. Halloween has passed 
and Christmas is right ar6und 
the corner. Don't forget about 
Thanksgiving! Every year we 
forget about it and most of us are 
to blame. 
I admit I am one of these over­
lookers as well. It all started 
at the young age of five. My 
parents tucked me into bed with 
my favorite stuffed animals and 
all was well with the world. I 
would just be about to fall asleep 
and then that horrible music 
would start. 
My dad, an avid science-
fiction fan, enjoyed Mulder and 
Skully and their paranormal 
shenanigans. Those aliens 
were ruthless and even messed 
with me. Not even the thickest 
Barney comforter could save 
me from that terrifying theme 
song. I quickly imagined my 
beloved stuffed animals turning 
on me, beaming me up into their 
spaceship! My imagination has 
always gotten the best of me. 
Even to this day, my brother 
and I shutter at the thought of 
that song. I still have never seen 
a single episode and I refuse to 
subject myself to what brought 
me so much fear! Side note: my 
mother will never watch another 
episode either because my dad 
accidentally taped over my 
christening with an episode. Oh 
the joys of VCRs. 
Once my parents learned of the 
terror I was going through with 
their love of those paranormal 
detectives, they let me watch 
Christmas movies when I got 
scared. 
Ever since then, I have always 
been obsessed with Christmas. 
What's not to love? It's not just 
a love either; I would definitely 
classify it as an obsession. 
Everything about Christmas is 
magical; the decorated tree, the 
glowing star a top, the glistening 
snow, the amazing decorations 
and all the other great things that 
come along with the date. Before 
I start going on any more of my 
"Christmas is the best holiday 
ever" rant I'll reel you back in. 
Scary things and I don't mix. 
Christmas and I are practically 
lovers. 
Halloween is a holiday to 
celebrate fears, scare people 
when they least expect it and 
glorify the daunting pasts of 
serial killers. Sure, I don't mind 
the movie "Silence of the Lambs" 
because Buffalo Bill is funny to 
me, especially his voice. But I 
digress; ai^y other scary movie 
is definitely off the market. So 
every Halloween when I knew I 
would be inevitably traumatized 
by the terrifying specials on 
television, I would retire to my 
bedroom after trick-or-treating, 
devour my candy and watch 
Christmas movies. This tradition 
has lasted me to this day and I 
am not ashamed to admit that. 
To bring back the point of 
this whole story, Thanksgiving 
is often over-looked because 
of everyone's excitement for 
Christmas. We all get so excited 
for the Santa's appearance 
that we start decorating, 
watching Christmas specials 
and start listening to those 
joyful Christmas songs (Mariah 
Carey, anyone?), making us 
forget about those Pilgrims and 
Indians until the actual day is 
here. Thanksgiving sneaks up on 
me every year and every year I 
make a promise to not neglect it 
any longer. 
Poor Thanksgiving, even 
wee into its hours of passing, 
shoppers are already sitting in 
lines outside waiting for Black 
Friday's deals. People even leave _ 
the second after they're done 
eating to go sit and wait forever 
for the cheapest television they 
can purchase all year. 
So this is my pledge, I will 
not partake in Christmas related 
activities, including Christmas 
shopping, until the Monday 
after Thanksgiving has passed. 
Black Friday is stressful and 
Thanksgiving deserves all the 
recognition. I pledge to honor 
that. 
Here's to you, Thanksgiving! 
May you relish in your glory and 
pass the reigns to Santa so he fill 
people's hearts with joy just as 
you do with your glorification of 
turkey and stuffing. Give thanks! 
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Ten years ago, back into the significance of things 
Marcie Rati iff 
Winonan 
"Don't go in my room," 
my little brother John said, 
appearing in the doorway of my 
room with two fighter planes in 
his hands. 
"Why not?" I looked up from 
my Dear America book. 
"It's closed." He flew the 
planes around my garage-sale 
lamp, spitting motor noises out 
of his lips. 
"Stop spitting on my stuff! 
Why is it closed?" 
"Because it's the Nasdaq 
room. And the Nasdaq room is 
closed." 
"Why? What's the Nasdaq?" 
"I don't know. I just heard 
the radio say the Nasdaq was 
closed." 
The Nasdaq. It sounded like 
magic, like fire, like some 
foreign country, or some secret 
group of people planning an 
invasion when the northern 
lights showed up again, like 
they had one summer night, 
golden and burning above 
Merrill Street. 
The Nasdaq room was 
closed, but I was going to see 
what it looked like. 
I waited for John to go 
into the living room again, 
to his cars and planes which 
constantly fought for control of 
the long windowsill, which was 
part runway and part racetrack. 
I waited until I could hear the 
airplane motor noises again, 
hear Dad's green chair squeak 
in the office above the drone 
of Daniel Shore on the radio, 
and then I snuck into Bobby 
and John's room, opening the 
door so slowly I could feel 
goosebumps rising on my arms. 
I shut the door behind me. 
The sense of the forbidden 
made the air—which smelled 
like pee because John peed in 
the night a lot—thicker, and 
I breathed deeply, lest I stop 
breathing altogether. 
Faint blue light from the 
backyard shone in the two 
windows, and the yellow 
nightlight on the wall spilled 
gold on the blue carpet. 
I sat down in front of the bulb 
and looked around the room 
even as my shadow filled it. 
To me, Nasdaq was invisible. 
I didn't see anything out of the 
ordinary—my shadow was the 
only addition to the scene. I 
stood up. 
There was Bobby's desk with 
his computer. 
There was the closet with its 
messy rows of sweaters. 
There was the dresser, 
hulking in the corner, and in the 
light from the window I could 
see six or seven dented ME 
109s or Spitfires gleaming on 
the dresser top. 
There was the bunk bed, 
Bobby's top bunk neatly made, 
John's bottom bunk stripped 
down to its plastic cover 
because of the pee. Nasdaq, 
whoever or whatever it was, 
was closed, and I was teasing 
it as I tiptoed around the room, 
daring it to come out and show 
itself. 
I was not afraid. I could be 
here and John would never 
know, and maybe Nasdaq 
would never know because I 
was so quiet. 
The nightlight beckoned me, 
and I turned toward it again, 
my back to the rest of the room. 
John had heard of Nasdaq on 
the radio. 
I thought about the radio. 
I thought about Thistle and 
Shamrock, and Speaking of 
Faith With Krista Tippet, and 
Car Talk with Click and Clack 
the Tappet Brothers, and All 
Things Considered, and Wait 
Wait Don't Tell Me, which we 
listened to every Sunday on the 
way to and from church in the 
city. 
Sometimes we got the 
questions before the caller did. 
Mom hated the radio, because 
everything on it was boring or 
sad, but I liked it. 
Without the radio in the car, 
there was only silence, or John 
screaming about something, 
like maybe I pinched him, and 
there was only the road pulling 
itself away from us like an old 
nametag, rolling off and flying 
away. 
After a while, I couldn't 
think of anything else to think 
about and my back muscles 
were twitching from all that 
breathing and silence. 
I got up and left the Nasdaq 
room, as quietly as I had come. 
In the hall, I stepped on a 
squeaky floorboard beneath the 
diamond-pattern carpet, worn 
from so many years of steps. 
I went into the bathroom 
and turned on the light, too 
bright on the pale yellow tiles 
my mother cleaned with a 
toothbrush, too bright above 
the mirror where I looked into 
my eyes and smiled. 
John would never know that I 
had gone into the Nasdaq while 
it was closed. 
I had trespassed, and here 
I was, leaning down into the 
bathroom sink to get a drink, 
because bathroom water tastes 
better than kitchen water. 
Inevitably, Nasdaq let 
me down. The secret 
society I had dreamed of 
was only a cousin of the 
DowjonesinDustrialaveRage, a 
boring game they talked about 
on the radio all the time, where 
people gained points and lost 
them, and I never knew how. 
That's what imagination 
does, throws a shadow on the 
wall where there isn't any 
substance. 
But one of the best parts 
of being a kid is seeing that 
shadow, knowing its name, and 
knowing that you can never 
know it. 
Contact Marcie at 
MRatliff09@winona. edu 
I am and always will be a student of the game of baseball 
Matt Shalbrack 
Winonan 
Baseball has been a part of 
my life since I was a toddler. 
Before I was born, my father 
played Minor League Baseball. 
He taught me everything that 
I know and coached me as a 
little leaguer. 
As a child, my morning 
routine involved reading the 
sports section in detail and 
updating myself on all the 
sports scores from the previous 
day. 
Reading the sports section 
is still a part of my morning 
ritual. 
As I grew up, I sharpened 
my skills and gained more 
knowledge of the game by 
playing on a regular basis. 
I made the Junior Varsity 
team my freshman year of 
high school and played on the 
Varsity team my junior year. 
Although I didn't play my 
senior season because of an 
ankle injury, I was still involved 
in baseball as a coach. 
I taught kids fundamental 
hitting and fielding techniques, 
just as I had learned them from 
my father and by attending 
various baseball camps. 
Throughout my years as 
a player, I played several 
positions. 
My main focus in high school 
was catcher, second base and 
third base. 
By playing these positions, 
I had the opportunity to learn 
more about various baseball 
situations. 
I helped coach because of my 
playing experiences. 
Of these three positions, 
playing catcher was my 
favorite, since I was in charge 
of the defense. 
I called the pitches, I lined 
the defense up correctly and 
tried to make my teammates 
better by being a leader on and 
off the field. 
As a catcher, being a leader 
was vital to the success of the 
team, and that was always my 
top priority on game day. 
I have always been a student 
of the game of baseball, but 
during my junior year of high 
school, I decided on what I 
wanted to be as a student in 
college. 
I knew I wanted to be a 
journalist and I declared 
Journalism as my major when 
I signed up for classes. 
As I worked through my 
Journalism classes, I learned 
about the Inverted Pyramid and 
studied AP Style. 
During my junior year of 
college, I started working for 
my school newspaper as a 
Sports Reporter. 
I covered women's 
volleyball, and softball and 
men's football and basketball. 
The next year, I became the 
Sports Editor covering football 
and writing a weekly fantasy 
sports column. 
Currently, I am the Editor-in-
Chief of the Winonan. 
As a fan of baseball, it's my 
goal to attend a game in every 
Major League stadium. 
So far, I have been lucky 
enough to make it to Miller 
Park, Wrigley Field, U.S. 
Cellular Field, Great American 
Ballpark, Busch Stadium and 
Coors Field. 
I have also attended the 
Cactus League games in 
Arizona. 
As a student of the game, I 
have immersed myself in new-
age statistics such as Wins 
Above Replacement, Batting 
Average on Balls in Play, On-
base plus Slugging and Runs 
Created. 
All of the knowledge I have 
gained as a player, coach and 
fan along with my journalism 
background makes me a 
student of the game. 
Contact Matt at 
MShalbrack07@winona. edu 
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Winona State University's 
latest Wellness Wednesday 
highlighted the importance 
of super foods. 
Presented by health and 
wellness advocates Emily 
Birch, Melissa Edel and 
Ashley Stevens, the event 
was attended by 26 students. 
Super foods are "a special 
category of foods found 
in nature that are sparse 
in calories and dense in 
nutrition," Stevens said. 
Currently, "super food" is 
not a term used commonly in 
medical or dietary fields. 
According to WebMD, the 
term "is sometimes used 
to describe food with high 
nutrient or phytochemical 
content that may confer 
health benefits, with few 
properties considered to be 
negative, such as being high 
in saturated fats or artificial 
ingredients, food additives 
or contaminants." 
According to Dr. Steven 
Pratt of CNN, a super food 
has three qualifications. 
It has to be readily 
available to the public, it has 
to contain nutrients that are 
known to enhance longevity, 
and its health benefits have to 
be backed by peer-reviewed, 
scientific studies. 
"These foods were chosen 
because they contain high 
concentrations of crucial 
nutrients, as well as the fact 
that many of them are low in 
calories," he said. 
He also said, "Foods 
containing these nutrients 
have been proven to help 
prevent and, in some cases, 
reverse the well-known 
effects of aging, including 
cardiovascular disease, Type 
II Diabetes, hypertension 
and certain cancers." 
"The most common thing 
I have heard is how much 
weight people lost without 
trying to lose weight," Pratt 
added. "It's the non-diet diet. 
It's food you can eat for a 
lifetime." 
According to WebMD, the 
super foods are that offer the 
best health protection are 
beans, blueberries, broccoli, 
oats, oranges, pumpkin, 
salmon, soy, spinach, green 
or black tea, tomatoes, 
turkey, walnuts and yogurt. 
Super foods can also act 
as mood enhancers. As 
highlighted by the advocates, 
oranges reduce stress, Kefir 
milk reduces anxiety, and 
asparagus reduces mood 
swings. 
Edel noted that combining 
super foods provides the best 
array of nutritional benefits. 
The advocates noted that 
each month offers different 
super foods that are in 
season. 
"These particular foods 
are readily available and 
cheaper," Stevens said. 
Among the super foods of 
November are Clementines, 
pears, sweet potatoes, 
cauliflower, cranberries, 
leeks, turnips and winter 
squash. 
All these foods are 
nutritious and versatile. 
Each can be used in 
different recipes to create 
many different combinations 
of food. 
Birch, Edel and Stevens 
also highlighted the 
importance of super foods 
containing antioxidants and 
phytochemicals, which are 
chemical compounds that 
occur naturally in plants 
that are responsible for color 
and organoleptic properties, 
such as the deep purple of 
blueberries and smell of 
garlic. 
The term is 
generally used 
to refer to those 
chemicals that may 
have biological 
significance but are 
not established as 
essential nutrients. 
"The more 
colorful your plate, 
the more super 
foods you have on 
it," Birch said. 
Foods containing 
such nutrients 
often help the 
human body fight 
the effects of free 
radicals and cancer. 
S c i e n t i s t s  
estimate that there 
may be as many as 10,000 
different phytochemicals 
having the potential to 
affect diseases such as 
cancer, stroke or metabolic 
syndrome. 
The group also agreed it 
is important for students 
to learn the health benefits 
of super foods now so they 
could get a boost of extra 
natural energy before the end 
of the semester. 
"You should start eating 
now to avoid getting sick 
during finals week," Stevens 
said. 
To celebrate the last day of 
October, the three advocates 
prepared pumpkin smoothies 
for the students in attendance. 
The smoothies were not 
prepared with many extra 
ingredients, so as not to 
needlessly detract from the 
base super food. 
Frozen Greek yogurt-
dipped strawberries were 
also served. 
"A lot of these recipes 
and ideas can be found 
on Pinterest," Birch 
said, suggesting curious 
participants search "super 
foods" on the social photo 
sharing website. 





Ashley Stevens helped to serve 
pumpkin-flavored smoothies. 
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Winona food shelf volunteers change days, lives 
Haley Loeffier 
Winonan 
The Winona Food Shelf 
was low on hands and needed 
volunteers on Oct. 25. 
So, I signed up. 
When I arrived, the 
workers immediately put me 
to work in the back, marking 
loaves of bread and drawing 
lines through the barcodes so 
a customer could not take the 
bread and then return it for 
cash. 
The food shelf is located 
on East Second Street. 
Tasks include stocking the 
shelves, checking people 
out, counting points, bagging 
foods and breaking down 
cardboard boxes. 
The food shelf is run by 
Winona Volunteer Services 
and is connected to the 
clothes shop, which is a 
consignment shop right next 
door to the food shelf. 
On Thursday, the quarter 
sales were talking place, 
meaning everything was 
on sale for a quarter. Tasks 
there include hanging 
clothes, cleaning up the 
racks, deciding which can be 
accepted and also checking 
people out. 
In the clothes shop, there 
is a sign in the break room 
titled "Why volunteer at 
Winona Volunteer Services." 
The list is as follows: 
1. You get to see your other 
retired friends on a regular 
basis. 
2. You can develop a whole 
new appreciation for people 
who have spend their entire 
lives working in retail. 
3.You meet and make new 
friends to add to those you've 
left behind. 
4. You become an expert at 
smiling through gritted teeth 
and saying "Sorry, those are 
the rules" when someone 
tries to argue down prices 
and tell you they can find 
new sheets at Wal-Mart for 
under $2. 
5. On the other hand, you 
can beam as if it were your 
own personal achievement 
when someone says "Shoes 
for a dollar? Such a steal. 
Can't beat that!" 
6. You have the ability 
get free entertainment and 
fashion advice from the high 
school and college kids who 
come in, especially when 
you sincerely compliment 
them on the lovely things 
they've chosen, only to have 
them reply, "Yeah, I'm going 
to an ugly sweater contest 
tonight." 
7. After your first quarter 
sale, you'll have the twenty-
five multiplication tables 
down pat. 
8. Free bread! Discounted 
clothing! 
While volunteering at 
the Winona food shelf, I 
discovered people I didn't 
know existed. 
Not only that, but I saw 
the love in a mother's eyes 
as her child picked out his 
breakfast cereal of choice, 
and the worry in her brow 
when she saw that she did 
not have enough points to 
bring it home. 
There are people who are 
struggling with being in a 
place so deep and dark and 
no one else can even fathom 
what they're going through. 
It's a volunteer's honor and 
privilege to give these people 
a sense of normalcy, to give 
them someone to talk to 
them. Besides looking great 
on a transcript, and possibly 
counting toward classes, 
volunteering can change not 
just a person's day, but also 
it can change their life. For 
more information, call (507)-
452-5591. 
Contact Haley at 
HLoefflerll@winona. edu 
• Come and see the new mobile devices 
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2013-2014 school year at WSU 
• Provide input about which features 
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Ah, the Winona State 
Athenaeum series: a perfect 
way to stimulate and enrich 
the scholastic sensibilities. 
The second floor of the 
library, pristine and brightly-
lit by the tall windows and 
the midday sun, becomes 
a site for learning, lecture, 
theses, theories, vampires, 
zombie children, partial 
decapitation, syphilis— 
—Okay, wait, back up. 
Vampires? Zombies? In what 
academic forum are these 
sensational, slimy, smarmy 
characters welcome? 
What can we possibly 
learn from the monsters of 
our closets, bad dreams, and 
favorite gory films? 
Last week's Athenaeum 
presentation, "Birthing 
the Monster," took place 
on Halloween, allowing 
Winona's two resident 
monster scholars, Dr. Andrea 
Wood and Dr. Brandy 
Schillace, to present their 
respective papers on how 
these nightmares arose from 
12'Features 
our collective societal fears 
and desires, specifically 
pertaining to reproduction. 
From zombie pregnancies 
to syphilitic vampirism, the 
two speakers' presentations 
both sparked the interest and 
chilled the blood of their rapt 
audience. 
As an added perk, the two 
of them dressed the part. 
Wood, armed and 
dangerous in her zombie 
hunter costume, explained 
how the presence of zombie 
children in popular films— 
from "Night of the Living 
Dead" to "28 Days Later"— 
represent anxieties over 
"failed futurity" in the face of 
humanity's near-extinction 
at the hands of gurgling, leg-
dragging zombies. 
Zombie children, who 
serve to represent the 
tragic failure of the human 
race to restore normality 
to a post-apocalyptic 
world, demonstrate a 
literal "dead end" to 
normative reproduction and 
perpetuation of society, as 
we know it. An example of 
this is the infected little girl 
"Karen," a key character 
in the 1968 film "Night 
of the Living Dead," who 
embodies the figurative 
demise of the nuclear family 
unit, by literally goring 
and devouring both of her 
parents. 
For her presentation on the 
parallels between syphilitic 
children and vampire 
reproduction in Bram 
Stoker's "Dracula," Schillace 
came in full Victorian attire 
as Josephine Butler. 
Her presentation on female 
culpability for venereal 
disease—and vampirism— 
explored Stoker's canonical 
classic in light of his timely 
syphilis diagnosis. The 
symptoms of inborn syphilis 
closely mimic those of 
vampire attack in Stoker's 
novel, a wasting disease that 
manifests itself only in the 
weakness and pallor of the 
afflicted child. 
Schillace likened Dracula's 
female victims to carriers 
of the syphilitic contagion, 
unwittingly spreading the 
disease. Vampirism as an 
STI; looks like a fresh new 
angle for the "Twilight" 
franchise. 
Wood and Schillace 
normally operate in very 
different textual spheres. 
The former's specialty 
is in the contemporary 
study of film, whereas the 
latter works primarily with 
eighteenth-century literature. 
Nonetheless, the two found 
common ground in their 
discussions on monster 
reproduction, and the two 
of them, together, are co-
editing a book: "Birthing the 
Monster of Tomorrow". 
After their presentations, 
the two of them smiled 
and posed for pictures, 
a Victorian-era activist 
and a certified undead 
executioner—two unlikely 
partners to find on the second 
floor of a university library. 
"Birthing the Monster" 
posed questions about what 
we, as human beings, are truly 
afraid of. Yes, the immediate 
answer is typically mush-
brained legions of the dead 
or fanged bloodsuckers, but 
deep down, what scares us as 
a society? 
Google images 
The very idea of facing 
our perpetuation—or 
extinction—with our 
attempts to properly 
replicate ourselves and the 
consequences of failing—or 
doing it horribly, horribly 
wrong— that is the terror of 
the world of reproduction: 
that is scary stuff. We look 
into the future the same 
way we look under the bed 
for monsters: with extreme 
caution, and uncontrollable 
heebie-jeebies. 
As the spectators began 
to mill out of the library, 
Schillace retrieved her 
parasol, an additional 
element to her period 
costume, and walked out of 
the library at Wood's side. 
A metal sign safety-
pinned to Wood's back 
read: "Professional Zombie 
Slayer." I sincerely hope 
there's a course for that. 
Contact Hannah at 
HJones09@winona. edu 
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A one-day media fast: going unplugged—and going nuts 
Hannah Jones 
Winonan 
The other day, much 
against my better judgment 
and my general abhorrence 
for the idea, I swore to give 
up all forms of electronic 
media for 24 hours. 
It was an assignment for 
my poetry class. For an entire 
day, I would be denied access 
to my phone, my computer, 
the television, the Internet, 
my beloved Kindle and even 
my own car radio. 
If it were more complicated 
and involved more individual 
components than say, a 
banana, I would not be 
allowed to enjoy it until the 
sun rose the next morning. 
No more texts, no more 
emails and no more cat 
videos. 
The idea was to stimulate 
some universal, primal spirit 
within each one of us that 
languishes under the yoke of 
our technologically-oriented 
lifestyles 
Or some poetic spirit that 
still writes with quill pens 
and runs barefoot through 
fields of daisies for fun. 
Like stars that can only 
be seen in the absence of 
electric lights, the muse of 
my humanity would emerge. 
That was the idea, anyway. 
The reality of the situation 
went something like this: 
The last technological 
convenience I savored before 
my fast was my cell phone 
alarm, which was set to get 
me out of bed in time for the 
5K I intended to run that day. 
After that, I shut off my 
device, and went out the 
door feeling naked and ill 
equipped for the outside 
world. 
And, indeed I was, seeing 
as I couldn't find the location 
of the 5K, and I couldn't call 
anyone who knew to ask 
them. 
In the end, I reached the 
meeting point for the race 
18 minutes into it, too late to 
run as I'd planned. 
The organizers gave me 
their condolences and a 
bottle of water. I grimaced 
and walked away with my 
dubious prize, soured. If this 
were my humanist muse, 
then my professor would 
have to prepare himself for 
some rather bitter poetry. I 
didn't feel any primal human 
spirit emerging. 
What I felt was 
disappointment and an 
intense longing to write 
the mother of all Facebook 
statuses. 
The day continued in much 
the same fashion. I couldn't 
get any writing or research 
done, because all computers 
were barred to me. 
I couldn't ask for vital 
information from friends 
in the know, because they 
weren't in my immediate 
locus and now couldn't be 
reached via text. 
I couldn't even write an 
angry email to my professor 
about it. I began to realize 
just how perfect a trap I had 
wandered into. 
There I was, perfectly 
frustrated without an outlet 
or an audience to share my 
frustration with. 
So, the result of this primal 
humanist stirring in my soul: 
brooding. 
Lots of brooding. 
Whether we're conscious 
or fond of the fact, our 
lives revolve around 
our technology. We are 
a community of college 
students—on a laptop 
campus, no less—who are 
compelled at every juncture 
to reach out and speak 
to the people we cannot 
reach otherwise with our 
electronics. 
After all, at the end of the 
day, it wasn't the TV or the 
constant stream of Internet 
memes that I missed: it 
was the connection to "those 
around me, to my friends, 
my work and my family back 
home. 
Without my computer, I 
cannot write the stories and 
articles that I am inspired to 
create. 
I cannot contact my 
workplace, where for the 
first time, I am broadcasting 
my writing in the form of 
informative blogs. 
I cannot tell my family 
that I love them, I cannot tell 
my busy friends that I am 
cheesed-ofF; I cannot reach 
out further than a five-foot 
Google images 
radius around my person. 
Losing my technology 
as a college student here at 
Winona State University was 
like losing my voice. 
Maybe it isn't as romantic 
as a quill and pen or scrolls 
tied to the feet of pigeons, 
but our technology connects 
us. 
It turns individuals into 
communities. It turns people 
living in separate places 
into families. It turns our 
world into one big chat 
room, promoting the free 
exchange of ideas, art and 
companionship—even love. 
Maybe, after all that, our 
jnedia-saturated lifestyles 
aren't the antithesis of poetic 
spirit. 
Maybe somewhere in that 
network of connections and 
friendships, that span the 
barriers of time and space, 
there is a poem. 
... And yes. It's nice to have 
those cat videos, too. 
Contact Hannah at 
HJones09@winona. edu 
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I have been dating the same 
guy for almost a year. We 
get along great. I still love 
him, and he's my best friend. 
But there's no spark and no 
passion. Should I end it now 
or see if things change? 
Sincerely, 
The Honeymoon is Over 
Dear The Honeymoon is 
Over, 
Nothing is going to change 
unless you make it. Sitting 
around waiting to see if 
that "spark" comes back is 
pointless. But I don't think 
you should call it quits- just 
yet if you still enjoy each 
other's company and want 
to be around him. The good 
news is that this, shall we 
say "comfort," is normal. 
It's very easy to settle into 
a pattern with someone who 
you are so close with. The 
trick is to break that pattern 
by doing something that you 
aren't currently doing. 
All those butterflies and 
nerves that we feel in the 
first stages of a relationship 
are because it's new and 
exciting. By settling into 
a routine, we give up that 
excitement of the unknown 
and mystery. 
Something that is great 
for spontaneity is a Date Jar. 
Take an old Mason jar or 
peanut butter jar and a bunch 
of Popsicle sticks. Split the 
stick evenly into four groups. 
You and your boyfriend each 
take one pile, and give the 
remaining two piles to two 
friends of your choosing. 
Write down ideas for dates, or 
things that you have always 
wanted to try, and mix them 
all up in the jar. Every other 
week pick a Popsicle stick 
and do whatever is on it no 
matter what. 
Another idea is to write 
each other letters. I'm not 
talking Facebook messages 
or emails—rather, long hand­
written letters on paper. You 
don't need to mail them, just 
exchange them at least once 
a week. This is a great way 
to express your thoughts and 
feelings that you may not 
be comfortable sharing in 
person. 
It's also nice to have a 
way to go back and reread 
or rehear how someone feels 
about you and how you make 
each other feel. For this to 
work, it's important to not 
worry or judge yourself or 
each other's writing ability. 
It is coming from the heart 
so it doesn't need to sound 
like Shakespeare's "Romeo ' 
and Juliet." | 
It might be that you two | 
are better off as friends, but l 
don't give up at the first sign 1 
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Top Ten Text Messages You Wish You Could Send (Or Wish You Hadn't) 
By: Molly Barrett 
1. To your boss: "Hey. I can't come in to work 
today. Not because I'm sick, but because some of 
the seasons of "Sister Wives" just came on Netflix, 
and I can't fathom leaving my bed." 
2. To your ex-best friend: "I'm actually not that 
sad that we're not friends any more. What part of 
'don't hit on my boyfriend' didn't you understand?" 
3. To your parents: "Let's skip the small talk. 
I need $50 so I can buy McDonald's at 3 a.m. on 
Friday night... for the next month." 
4. To your crush: "So... like... does the smiley 
face mean we're Facebook official? No? WHAT IS 
YOUR PROBLEM?" 
5. To Erbs and Gerbs: "I'm too embarrassed to 
call you and have you deliver a sandwich to my 
door for the third day in a row. Can we just pretend 
that this time it's for my significant other?" 
6. To your ex's new girlfriend/boyfriend: 
"Would you mind posting more pictures and 
statuses of you on Facebook? You know... so I 
can creep on you whenever I want to listen to Taylor 
Swift and pretend I'm better than you instead of 
doing homework?" 
7. To the obnoxious person at the party with 
all of your friends: "Hey. So none of us know 
you... and I totally saw you try to make out with 
my best friend. Mind leaving and never coming 
back?" 
8. To all of the cats in the world: "I know you 
are cats and therefore don't have thumbs to text 
me back. But, if you're free, can you come snuggle 
with me? Pretty please?" 
9. To the super intelligent hottie that sits in 
front of you in class: "So I just Googled everything 
you just talked about in our discussion. I'm not as 
smart as you, but I can pretend really well." 
10. To your own cellphone: "Hey buddy. I'd 
appreciate it if I could drop you in the toilet once in 
a while and not have you break. Or if you'd kindly 
have service at all times. We're in this together." 
Follow the Winonan on Twitter: @Winonan 
Like us on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/TheWinonan 
Check us out online: http://thewinonan.winonastateu.com/ 
face boo k. com/WSU ne ws2 4 
News 24 is Winona State's Mass Communication student-based media outlet for campus and community news 
You can catch all our stories online at Facebook.com/WSUnews24. 
It's trick-or-treat time, News 24 will catch up with all the little ghosts and goblins at St. Mary's annual trick-or-treat 
event. 
Plus find out how l-Pads are being used in the WSU nursing program to training students for field experiences. 
And we will have highlights from this past weekends WSU football, volleyball and soccer games. 
Check out all theses stories and more this week on www.facebook.com WSUnews24. 
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Athlete of the Issue 
How long have you been playing your sport? 8 years 
How did you get into your sport? My friends were already 
in it and I tried it out and loved it ever since. 
Why did you choose to continue playing sports outside 
of high school? To keep improving and enjoying the team 
atmosphere as much as possible. 
s ' s ̂  
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Most challenging part of the game? The hardest part of cross country is having to push through the 
pain week in and week out to gain a edge on the other competitors. 
What is your favorite aspect of the game? The moment right after you finish a race and feel 
accomplished of what you just did and how much hard work you put in to get to that spot. 
What is one of your most memorable games? Racing at conference last year and breaking my 
personal best by 40 seconds. 
What do you do outside of school and sports? I work at Ground Round and I like to volunteer as 
much as I can. 
Why did you choose Winona State University? I love the town and the team seemed really awesome 
and felt like I would fit in here as an athlete and student. 
What are your plans post-graduation? My goals after college are to become a physical therapist and 
move to Colorado and work at the Olympic training center. 
Interview By: Alyssa Griffith/Winonan 
Photo courtesy of Athletic Department 
Men's Cross Country Schedule Women's Cross Country Schedule 
Date Opponent Location/Result Date Opponent Location/Result 
8/17 Prarie Island Time Trial TBA 8/17 Prarie Island Time Trial TBA 
9/1 SMU Alumni Invitational 2nd/4 9/1 SMU Alumni Invitational 1st/4 
9/21 Blugold Invitational 9th/17 9/21 Blugold Invitational 3rd/17 
9/28 SMU No Limit Invitational 7th/8 9/28 SMU No Limit Invitational 5th/6 
9/29 Roy Griak Invitational 25th/36 9/29 Roy Griak Invitational 2nd/38 
10/13 Jim Drews Invitational 26th/26 10/13 Tori Neubauer Invitational 20th/26 
10/20 NSIC Championships 8th/13 10/20 NSIC Championships 2nd/14 
11/3 NCAA Central Regional 16th/23 11/3 NCAA Central Regional 2nd/26 
11/17 NCAA Championships TBA 11/17 NCAA Championships TBA 
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Winona State opens season with exhibition game against St. Thomas 
Erin Cochran 
Winonan 
The Winona State University 
men's basketball team fell 93-
83 at last Thursday's home 
opener exhibition game against 
St. Thomas, but pulled out a 
win against Saint Mary's on 
Saturday, 83-58. 
The Tommies were up 47-31 
at half, but the Warriors came 
within six points from back-
to-back layups from Jordan 
Fischer and Zander Culver. 
Though the momentum 
picked up, that was as close as 
the Warriors would get, as St. 
Thomas brought home the win, 
much help form the free throw 
line. 
Taylor Cameron scored 22 
points, had three steals, five 
rebounds and two assists. 
Kellen Taylor scored 16 
points, blocked five shots and 
added seven rebounds. 
Xavier Humphrey and 
Culver each added six, while 
Fischer put up six along with 
11 rebounds. 
The Warriors got their 
momentum back Nov. 3, 
defeating St. Mary's, 83-58. 
Winona State held the lead 
for much of the first half, up by 
40-29 at the buzzer. 
The Cardinals put up a fight 
coming out after half and 
quickly pulled within one. This 
began the Warriors 15-2 run 
that turned the game around 
and ultimately led to a Winona 
State victory. 
Culver added 11 points 
and Caleb Palkert added ten. 
Fischer scored eight points 
along with seven rebounds and 
complimentary assists. 
Clayton Vette added 19 and 
had ten rebounds to record his 
season's first double-double. 
He also blocked seven shots on 
the court. 
Winona State is currently 
ranked 11th in the NABC 
Division II poll. Last season, 
the Warriors went 25-5 and 
are hoping for another winning 
season, this time with a trip to 
the playoffs. 
With the stacked back and 
frontcourt of returners, the 
Warriors should continue using 
the electricity they played with 
last season. 
In the backcourt, four of 
the five starters from last year 
including Humphrey and 
Cameron, who started all 30 
games, will likely be a deadly 
duo once again. 
Last season, Humphrey 
averaged 9.2 points per game 
finishing second on the team 
with a total of 40 three-point 
shots. Over half of his shots 
were made from behind the 
three-point line and shot 45.6 
percent from the floor. 
Cameron averaged nine 
points and 5.7 rebounds per 
game and was named All-
Conference Second Team. He 
had 84 assists and scored well 
into double figures in eight of 
the last 14 games. 
Culver averaged 6.9 points 
per game and 36 treys on 
offense. 
Fischer only had a chance to 
play four games but is healed 
and ready to contribute. 
This season Isaiah Gray, Josh 
Mongan and Rily Bambenek 
are ready as true freshmen 
while Mark Blacklock, a 
Winona native, and Conrad 
Mosberg will be ready to make 
an impact after being redshirts. 
The Warriors have an 
explosive frontcourt comprised 
of powerhouses including All-
American Vette. He became a 
member of the Winona State 
1,000 point club last season, 
scoring well into double figures 
in 23 of 28 games and put up 
at least 20 points on 12 key 
occasions. He also has All-
Region and All-Conference 
recognitions. 
Taylor is undoubtedly one 
of the Warriors most versatile 
players. Last season, he 
averaged five points per game 
with 3.8 rebounds. He also had 
30 steals and 26 blocks. 
Grant Johnson, another key 
player averaged 15 points in his 
19 games of last season. 
Palkert played 19 games, 
scoring 18 points and Skyler 
O'Laughlin averaged 2.1 points 
in 18 games as a freshman. 
Both are looking to add spark 
on the court. 
As far as the 2012-13 season 
projections look, all is bright 
and positive for the Warriors. 
The team earned 16 first-place 
votes from the NSIC league 
coaches' vote. 
The Warriors season will 
begin Nov. 9 when they play in 
the Disney Classic in Anaheim, 
Calif, facing the Grand Canyon 
University 'Lopes. 
They will return to McCown 
Gymnasium on Nov. 16 to take 
on Bemidji State with tipoff at 
5:00 p.m. 
Season tickets for all 30 
men's and women's games cost 
$150.00 and can be purchased 
through the Winona State 
Warriors Athletic website, or at 
the box office located outside 
McCown Gymnasium. 
For all questions regarding 
tickets contact Travis Whipple 
at TWhipple@winona.edu. 
Contact Erin at 
ECochran08@winona. edu. 




University had a strong hitting 
percentage of .443, Thursday 
in St. Paul, as the No. 2 Golden 
Bears defeated the Winona 
State University volleyball 
team 3-0. 
Rachel Polland led the way 
offensively for the Warriors, 
recording 12 kills while hitting 
.333. Katie Froehle put in 
nine kills while Bekah Saugen 
led the 
defensive 
e f f o r t  
with 15 
d i g s .  
E l e n a  




w h i l e  
Rachel Polland K a 1 e v 
Jacobson contributed 11. 
WSU lost the opening set 
25-12, while the Golden Bears 
added 25-17 and 25-16 wins to 
finish off the sweep. 
The Warriors are now 18-9 
overall on the season and 10-7 
in NSIC play. 
Katie Froehle and Kayia 
Uhlenhake each had double-
doubles as the Winona State 
University volleyball team 
defeated the No. 20 Minnesota 
State University Mavericks 3-2 
for its second victory over a 
ranked opponent this season. 
Froehle recorded 16 kills 
and 23 digs while Uhlenhake 
dished out 31 assists and added 
12 digs in the victory. 
The game was a grudge 
match throughout the entire 
night, with the Warriors 
winning the opening set 25-23. 
The Mavericks would come 
back to tie up the match with a 
25-22 victory in the third set to 
go up 2-1 in the match. 
MSU would then earn a 25-
19 victory in the fourth set, 
but Winona State would put 
the match away with a 15-12 
victory in the final fifth set. The 
Warriors broke an 11-11 tie by 
winning four of the next five 
points. 
Rachel Polland recorded 
kills on back-to-back plays, 
while Bekah Saugen added a 
service ace to put the Warriors 
one point closer to winning the 
match. Polland had one last 
final on the next play to give 
Winona State the upset victory. 
"Well, first off on Thursday 
we only played three games 
versus Saturday we played 
five games, which gave us 
the opportunity to get more 
kills and assists. But overall 
we passed better on Saturday 
which allowed us to run our 
offense better. It was a lot more 
difficult for Mankato to defend 
us when we established our 
middle and right sides early on 
into the 
m a t c h , "  
s a i d  
j u n i o r  
B e k a h  
S a u g e n .  
"As the 
r e g u l a r  
s e a s o n  
comes to 
a close 
Bekah Saugen we need 
to work on overall consistency. 
For example, we make a run 
we can't afford to have mental 
errors and give our opponents a 
chance to come back. Saturday 
was really exciting because we 
didn't have just a fewr players 
contributing offensively, 
everyone was doing well." 
The victory marked the 
second over a ranked squad 
by WSU this season, who beat 
No. 18 Wayne State on Sept. 
14. Winona State has four wins 
over ranked teams in the past 
two years. 
Polland led the offensive 
effort with 17 kills and hit 
.351. Kate Horihan contributed 
12 kills and had a hitting 
percentage of .348 while 
recording seven block assists. 
Maggie Finkel collected 21 
digs for WSU as Saugen had 
17. Kaley Jacobson dished out 
22 assists in the match for the 
Warriors. 
Winona State University is 
now 19-9 overall on the season 
and 11-7 in NSIC play. The 
squad will finish the regular 
season next weekend with home 
matches against Augustana 
on Nov. 9 and Wayne State 
University on Nov. 10. 
Contact Sam at 
SThielll@winona. edu 
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Warriors lose postseason finale to Minot State, move to 16-5 record 
Dan Noth 
Winonan 
The Winona State University 
women's soccer team placed 
second in the Northern Sun 
Intercollegiate Conference 
Tournament with a 2-1 victory 
over Upper Iowa University 
on Oct. 31 and a 0-1 loss to 
the Beavers from Minot State 
University Nov. 3. 
The Warriors claimed their 
first goal of the opening match 
after Upper Iowa knocked a 
shot into their own goal early 
in the second half, but the 
Peacocks would respond with 
a goal in the 75th minute to tie 
the match. 
Caitlin Lilly scored the only 
offensive goal for the Warriors, 
her fifth of the season and 
eventual game-winner. With 
her fifth goal, the freshman 
tied for the most on the team. 
Kelsey Foss and Rebecca 
McCoy assisted on the play. 
As she has all season, 
sophomore goalkeeper 
Alexandra Vial came up big 
for the Warriors, making eight 
saves as the Warriors improved 
to 16-4 on the season. Both 
teams recorded 18 shots, and 
the Warriors managed 12 on 
goal. 
With the win, Winona 
State advanced to the NSIC 
Tournament Championship. 
Looking for it's first 
championship since 2010, the 
Warriors faced a strong Minot 
State team who had a lot of 
momentum going for them. 
"We played some of our best 
soccer in the tournament," 
said Lilly. "We didn't win the 
championship, but it brought 
the team together as a whole." 
After defeating Minnesota 
State, Mankato in a shootout, 
the Beavers rolled to another 
upset beating the Warriors 1-0 
to clinch a spot in the NCAA 
tournament. 
Despite holding Minot State 
to just four shots, Zoe Fischer 
was able to find the back of the 
net in the 68th minute to claim 
the NSIC/US Bank Tournament 
Title. The Warriors had their 
chances, taking 19 shots, but 
they were only able to put three 
on goal. Rebecca McCoy and 
Mehan Bolton combined for 
eight shots to lead. 
The Warriors kept the ball on 
the offensive side of the field all 
day, taking six corner kicks as 
well, but a tough defense from 
Minot State wouldn't allow 
the Warriors to break through 
for a score. Goalkeeper, Vial, 
recorded two saves in the match 
for the Warrior defense. 
"The season went well 
considering how young we 
are," said Lilly. "The freshman 
had to step up and take some 
responsibility on the field; by 
the end of the year the freshman 
really become part of the team." 
That youth will be a valuable 
asset for coach Ali Omar 
going forward as the Warriors 
are sporting more than 10 
freshman, making up more 
than half the roster. 
Zoe Fischer was named the 
tournament MVP after leading 
her Beavers to an unpredicted 
conference title, while five 
Warriors were named to the 
All-NSIC Team and three to the 
All-Tournament team. 
Senior Katy Soliday, juniors 
Rebecca McCoy and Morgan 
LeFebvre, sophomore Alaina 
Kne and freshman Kelsey Foss 
were all named to the All-NSIC 
Team. McCoy, LeFebvre and 
freshman Caitlin Lilly were 
honored with All-Tournament 
team selections. 
The Warriors came into the 
tournament ranked fifth in 
the NCAA Central rankings; 
the top six ranked teams 
will advance into the NCAA 
Regional Tournament. 
Contact Dan at 
DNothll@winona. edn 
WSU Ultimate Frisbee Experience Club holds annual Red v. White scrimmage 
Kylie Bridenhagen 
Winonan 
On a chilly Friday in 
November, the Winona State 
University Ultimate Frisbee 
Experience Club and fans 
gathered at Jaycee Pavilion 
near the east lake in Winona for 
the first annual Red v. White 
Scrimmage. 
The basics of the game started 
in 1968 when the "founders" of 
the sport—John Silver, Bernard 
Hellring, and Johnathan 
Hermes were playing Frisbee 
at Columbia High School. 
After experimenting with rules, 
Ultimate was born. 
Spreading across the country 
in the mid 1970s, colleges 
began participating in the sport, 
and the first unofficial National 
Championships were held 
during this time. 
The Ultimate Players 
Association was formed in 
1979. Now known as USA 
Ultimate, college, women's, 
mixed, masters, and youth 
teams, or divisions, have been 
created and there are over 
30,000 nationwide members. 
One Ultimate college team is 
Winona State University. 
The WSU Ultimate Frisbee 
Experience Club has been 
18'Sports 
around for 34 years, and in 
those past years, some teams 
have been close to the top in 
the nation. 
Team captain, Luther Buhr, 
says that this year is going to be 
a bit of a rebuilding season. 
"Last year, we didn't do too 
great, but that has fueled the 
fire for this year," he said. 
This year's team, a mix of 
younger athletes as well as 
seasoned returning players, 
will work hard to try to prove 
themselves. 
Buhr said this year, "The 
freshmen are studs!" 
After the game was 
completed, the Red team won 
15-13 against the White team. 
A team's roster can have as 
many players as a team wants 
or needs, but only seven players 
can be on the field at one time. 
For the Warriors, there are two 
seasons to be considered. ,, 
"The Fall season is when 
the players get ready and are 
practicing. The Spring season 
is the more intense of the two," 
says Buhr. 
Nov. 10 and 11, the Warriors 
will be traveling to Columbia, 
Missouri to play at the 
Missouri Loves Company 2012 
tournament, the first of their 
busy schedule. 
Cody Rondeau, an Ultimate 
member, said, "This club is the 
one that travels the most among 
all clubs at Winona State. We 
have gone to Chicago, Illinois, 
and Louisiana, and next year 
we hope to travel to Las Vegas 
for a tournament." 
The MLC tournament will 
play host to various Division I 
and III teams whose skills are 
at a national caliber. 
Eleven of the Division 
I teams participated in the 
National Championships last 
year, including the University 
of Minnesota, University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, Iowa, and 
Pittsburgh. 
The other participating 
teams, "always put up a fight 
and jockey for the limited 
amounts of spots to the National 
Championships," Rondeau 
said. 
The Warriors hope to be 
ranked nationally this year. 
They will start their season 
off in "Pool H", which includes 
Arkansas, North Texas, and 
Washington University. 
On Saturday, Nov. 10, the 
Warriors will play their opening 
game against Washington 
University at the Cosmo Park 
Recreation Complex. 
This tournament is "highest 
caliber competition as the 
pinnacle of fall Ultimate," 
according to the staff of the 
MLC tournament. 
After the MLC tournament 
next weekend, the team will 
have an idea about how the 
rest of their season will go. 
The team is always looking for 
more players to join. Soccer, 
basketball, football, and any 
other ex-high school athletes 
are encouraged to join. 
If interested, you can contact 
Buhr at LBuhr09@winona.edu. 
Contact Kylie at 
KBridenhagen 11 @w inona. edu 
Players from the men's Ultimate Frisbee Experience Club 
reached for possession of the frisbee at the first annual 
red v. white scrimmage. 
Photo by Kylie Bridenhagen 
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Warriors crush Augustana 73-35 and set multiple league and 
Erin Cochran set tne previous league widened the score gap to 31-7. difference in the final score." 
Winonan 
The Winona State University 
football team set a new NSIC 
record on Saturday when they 
defeated the Augustana College 
Vikings, 73-35. 
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record. 
The team also competed 32 
passes and recorded 38 first 
downs, which also set school 
records. 
In a contest last year against 
Upper Iowa, the Warriors 
recorded 677 total yards on 
offense. 
The St. Cloud State Huskies 
record during the 2011-12 
season when they put up 770 
yards against University of 
Minnesota, Crookston. 
"This was a big game for us," 
said Tom Saywer, the Warriors' 
head coach. "We put up a lot 
records and our guys were 
out and ready to play. They 
have been playing this big all 
season. Like I've been saying, 
we're going to play until they 
tell us we can't play any more 
games. The guys want those 
extra games and they're going 
to do anything they can to get 
there." 
Early in the first quarter, 
Winona State gained a 17-0 
lead from touchdowns by 
Rayon Simmons and Tyler 
Speer. Jake Vercher completed 
a 35-yard field goal. 
The Vikings put up their first 
points from a kickoff return 
late in the first. 
On back-to-back drives early 
in the second, the Warriors 
Jim Montgomery went for a 
28-yard score and Speer passed 
for a 39-yard touchdown run. 
At half, the teams left the 
field with a score of 38-14. 
Coming out of the locker 
room the Vikings began a 
comeback scoring three times 
to pull within ten. 
However, their next three 
possessions were turned over 
by the Warrior defense. 
Twenty-eight unanswered 
points closed the game with 
Bradshaw being the lone scorer 
on the final four touchdowns. 
Bradshaw completed ten of 
his 11 passes for 156 yards and 
recorded three touchdowns. 
"I knew we were going to 
be throwing it to Bradshaw all 
week because that's what was 
in the play book and we ran 
it over and over again," said 
Teigland. "Bryan really stepped 
it up. It was awesome to get a 
chance to get out and run those 
key plays and it clearly made a 
Teigland went 21-of-27 for 
330 yards with two touchdowns. 
For his performance, he was 
named NSIC Player of The 
Week. 
Winona State had six passing 
touchdowns and recorded a 
new school record with 525 
yards through the air. 
Simmons accounted for three 
touchdowns and 187 yards. 
This is the fifth game this 
season he had at least 175 yards 
on the ground. 
"It is so great to see us 
peaking at the end of the 
season," said Simmons. "This 
season has been so driven 
and we've been hungry every 
single game. It's awesome to 
see our hard work amount to so 
much and this is our time. This 
Saturday is our senior day and 
I couldn't be more appreciative 
of the guys I've had the honor 
to play with." 
The team rushed for 257 
yards and averaged 69 yards 
school records 
per carry. 
The Warriors defense 
accounted for four turnovers, 
recovered two fumbles and 
picked off two passes. 
Both Alex Coulter and Ryan 
Williams intercepted Vikings' 
passes and Colin McGuire 
and Ian Murray had fumble 
recoveries. 
Turrell Foster led the defense 
with eight tackles while Murray 
and Williams had six. 
"It is great to have strong 
confidence on the field when 
you have a strong offense." 
said Coulter. 
The Warriors held Augustana 
to just 315 yards for the day. 
Winona State is now 8-2 
overall and will pay their 
final regular season game on 
Saturday at home when they 
face Concordia University, St. 




Women's cross country team races to history at regional meet 
it through to the National meet Kylie Bridenhagen 
Winonan 
After running a successful 
conference meet two 
weekends ago, the Winona 
State University women's 
cross country team returned to 
action Saturday racing at the 
National Collegiate Athletic 
Association Central Regional 
Championship meet in Joplin, 
Missouri. At this meet, they 
made school history. 
The women's head cross 
country coach, Adam Boothe, 
made sure that the team was 
in top form prior to this crucial 
meet. 
"We have trained to get 
faster over these past two 
weeks, hopefully peaking 
at the Regional meet, and 
carrying through to Nationals," 
said Boothe. Boothe said 
this training has paid off 
greatly, as the Warriors will be 
running at the NCAA National 
Championships for the first 
time as a team in program 
history. 
At the Regional meet, the top 
five teams automatically make 
but this team was thinking top 
three—and this is exactly what 
happened. The five runners 
crossed the line with a total of 
108 points, and received the 
second place title, beating the 
third place team, University 
of Mary, who finished with 
149 points. Augustana had 
only 29 points, and took home 
the NCAA Central Region 
Championship title. 
Over 170 runners in the 
Regional Championship, and 
the top five Warrior runners 
all finished in the top-50. 
As a team, they beat their 
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Gudmundson were also in the 
top-20. 
Skelly finished in 21:52.2, 
which put her in 13th place. 
Gudmundson was 19th with a 
time of 
21:59.5. 
T h e  
f o u r t h  
r u n n e r ,  
M e g a n  
S n y d e r ,  
f i n i s h e d  
her race 
in 22:17.4 
Jordan Skelly *n J 27th place. 
Chelsea Schrubbe was the fifth 
runner. She completed her race 
in a time of 22:33.0, good for 
41st place overall. 
Taking home the individual 
title was Runa Falch, from 
Augustana, who ran in a time 
of 20:39.4. Melissa Agnew of 
University of Mary was second 
with 20:48.9. Rounding out the 
top three, also from Augustana, 
was Leah Black, who finished 
in 20:49.0. 
Look for the women Warriors 
in their historic debut at the 
NCAA National meet in Joplin, 
Missouri on Nov. 17. 
"Cross country isn't always 
the most popular sport, but 
I'd like to think that people 
in Winona would take notice 
of any team that's among the 
best in the nation for Division 
II. This is a special group of 
young women that can go far, 
not only this season but for 
years to come," says Boothe. 
The men's cross country 
team also ran at this Central 
Regional meet, but not with 
the same results; unfortunately, 
there will be no individuals 
or team representing Winona 
State University at this year's 
national meet. But, this does 
not mean they went down 
without effort and a fight. 
With over 160 runners 
racing, the Warriors were still 
able to finish among the top-20 
as a team. They finished in 16th 
with a combined team total of 
444 points. 
Minnesota State was third 
with 108 points. 
In second, with 98 points 





was 31 points. 
Billy Eifert was the top runner 
for the Warriors. He crossed the 
finish line in 31:53.9, which put 
him in 57th place overall. 
Nick Couillard completed his 
race in a time of 32:45.4. This 
time put him in 86th overall. 
Right behind Couillard was 
David Lund, in 87th place, 
with a time of 32:46.5. Shane 
Carlson was 104th with 
33:12.2. The final runner for 
Winona was Clay Scott. He 
finished in 110th with 33:23.8. 
Teammates Travis Beniak 
and Adam Braun, from 
Augustana finished one-two in 
times of 29:57.3 and 30:10.5 
respectively. 
The third place runner 
overall was Cory Keehn from 
Fort Hays State, with a time of 
30:22.8. 
Contact Kylie at 
KBridenhagenll@winona. edu 
—19* Sports 
Winona State soccer finishes 
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Photo Illustration by Robert Rothwell 
(Top left) Freshman midfielder Kati Baker took a shot at the goal. (Top right) Junior defender Nikoie Porter took a look down the field before 
making a play against St. Cloud State. (Bottom left) Sophomore midfielder Alaina Kne celebrated after a goal with her fellow teammate. 
(Bottom right) Winona State took a moment to celebrate after a point against St. Cloud State. 
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